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Although formed under broadly similar historical and ecological conditions, these societies display significant
variation in everything from language, diet, and dress to patterns of marriage, residence, and migratory wage
labor. In some forty runaways, including women and children, lived in a settlement with four substantial
buildings in the swamp north of the Savannah River in South Carolina. New slave revolts and the large-scale
war of subsequent decades, for which an army of mercenaries was imported from Europe, eventually led to the
formation of the Aluku Boni , as well as the smaller Paramaka and Kwinti groups. From their original landing
place in Roatan Island , the maroons moved to Trujillo. Marronage on the grand scale grand marronage , with
individual fugitives banding together to create communities, struck directly at the foundations of the plantation
system, presenting military and economic threats that often taxed the colonists to their very limits. Some of
them received assistance from Quakers, the Underground Railroad , and antislavery whites. To be viable,
Maroon communities had to be inaccessible, and villages were typically located in remote, inhospitable areas.
Much of the most recent anthropological research has focused on Maroon historiographyâ€”how Maroons
themselves conceptualize and transmit knowledge about the pastâ€”and has privileged the voices of individual
Maroon historians. To the bewilderment of their colonial enemies, whose rigid and conventional tactics were
learned on the open battlefields of Europe, these highly adaptable and mobile warriors took maximum
advantage of local environments, striking and withdrawing with great rapidity, making extensive use of
ambushes to catch their adversaries in crossfire, fighting only when and where they chose, depending on
reliable intelligence networks among non-Maroons both slaves and white settlers , and often communicating
by drums and horns. In and again in , the Congress passed fugitive slave laws outlining the procedures of how
owners could claim their slaves in the North and return them to the South. The cultural uniqueness of the more
developed Maroon societies e. In the s one of the last surviving runaway slaves in the hemisphere was still
alive in Cuba. Some were thought to have forged passes. Despite their lack of success, runaways served as a
constant reminder to the slaveholding class that the property they were seeking to control was not controllable
and the image they were trying to project, as benevolent paternalistic masters, was false. Low crop prices,
droughts, and disease led to serious social unrest, culminating in the Morant Bay rebellions of However,
renewed British administration after the rebellion, in the form of crown colony status, resulted in some social
and economic progress as well as investment in the physical infrastructure. Kent has characterized as an
"African" state, did not he tells us derive from a particular Central African model but from several. Because
Palmares, in northeastern Brazil, was finally crushed by a massive colonial army in after a century of success
and growth, actual knowledge of its internal affairs remains limited, based as it is on soldiers' reports, the
testimony of a captive under torture, official documents, modern archaeological work, and the like. These are,
however, of the same type as those that can be found, if with lesser frequency, in Afro-American communities
throughout the hemisphere. Many of the former slaves settled in peasant or small farm communities in the
interior of the island, the "yam belt," where they engaged in subsistence and some cash crop farming. Just as
the very nature of plantation slavery implied violence and resistance, the wilderness setting of early New
World plantations made marronage and the existence of organized Maroon communities a ubiquitous reality.
One group of African-born slaves ran away to the mountainous backcountry. Because each style has its own
formatting nuances that evolve over time and not all information is available for every reference entry or
article, Encyclopedia. The A comprehensive analysis of the nasa apollo missions Caribbean island of Jamaica
was colonized by the Taino tribes prior to an analysis of hamlets sanity throughout shakespeares hamlet the
arrival of Columbus in epistolary essay A research on the effects of media on viewers minds  For an illustrated
introduction to this community, see de Friedemann and Cross []. Eric Hobsbawm, commenting on this work in
the more general context of the social sciences, notes that "Maroon societies raise fundamental questions.
Called "outliers" or "outlying slaves," they sometimes absconded to negotiate concessions, such as
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improvements in food, housing, living conditions, work routines, and family visitation privileges, from their
owners before they would return on their own. Roger Bastide , pp. Many African runaways, particularly men,
escaped during their first hours or days in the Americas. Marronage represented a major form of slave
resistance, whether accomplished by lone individuals, by small groups, or in great collective rebellions. The
Miskito Sambu were a maroon group who formed from slaves who revolted on a Portuguese ship around ,
wrecking the vessel on the coast of Honduras-Nicaragua and escaping into the interior. And in Haiti Maroons
played a signal role as catalysts in the Haitian Revolution that created the first nation in the Americas where
all citizens were free for the scholarly debates on this issue, see Manigat []. How, one might say more
generally, are societies founded from scratch? Current Issues Since the fieldwork of pioneer
Afro-Americanists Melville and Frances Herskovits in Suriname in the s see their book and the Prices'
pamphlet , Maroons have moved to the center of scholarly debates, ranging from the origins of Creole
languages and the "accuracy" of oral history to the nature of the African heritage in the Americas and the very
definition of Afro-American anthropology. San Lorenzo de los Negros, in Veracruz, is probably the best
known of the seventeenth-century Maroon towns in Mexico. A useful entree to Jamaica Maroon literature is
provided in Agorsah []. Maroon cultures do possess direct and sometimes spectacular continuities from
particular African peoples, from military techniques for defense to recipes for warding off sorcery. Slaves
escaped with the mark of the whip on their backs, irons on their ankles, missing fingers and toes, and brands
on their cheeks and forehead. In building creatively upon their collective past, the early Maroons synthesized
African cultural principles and adapted, played with, and reshaped cultural forms into ones that were new, yet
still organically related to that past. Although their numbers fluctuated over time, pockets of outlying slaves,
in the Caribbean known as Maroon communities, were always a part of the region's landscape. Paul Bogle was
executed "either the same evening he was tried or the next morning. In Jamaica some of the most famous
Maroon groups lived in the intricately accidented "cockpit country," where deep canyons and limestone
sinkholes abound but water and good soil are scarce; in Suriname and Brazil, seemingly impenetrable jungles
provided Maroons with a safe haven. How do casual collections of fugitives of widely different origins,
possessing nothing in common but the experience of transportation in slave ships and of plantation slavery,
come to form structured communities? The only Leeward Maroon settlement that retained formal autonomy
on Jamaica after the Second Maroon War was Accompong , in Saint Elizabeth Parish , whose people had
abided by their treaty with the British. Mulatto slaves were often given positions as house servants, maids,
cooks, tailors, waiters, and barbers; with such skills, they could more easily attempt to pass as free blacks.


